ON THE METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING IRREDUCIBLE FINITE INDEX SUBFACTORS OF POPA
When s = [M : N] = 4 cos 2 \, n > 3, the properties of the local index [J] imply that the pair N c M is irreducible (i.e. iV'nM = C). The problem of finding all possible values of indices of irreducible finite index subfactors in arbitrary II i factors was completely answered by Popa, who constructed in [P2] (J[4, oo) . His method consists in constructing certain traces, that he called Markov traces, on some universal algebras U S (Q) canonically associated with a given finite von Neumann algebra Q and to the Jones sequence of projections {£/};> i of trace τ(βi) = s~ι, subject to the commutation relations [β, e{\ = 0, i > 2. The algebras U S {Q) were called in [P2] universal Jones algebras. An interesting feature that this method of constructing subfactors is shown to have in [P2] is that any pair of subfactors (in particular hyperfinite) N c M and [M : N] = s arises this way, for an appropriate Markov trace tr on some universal algebra U S (Q) . The enveloping algebra M^ is in this case n Xx {U s {Q)) n , M the smallest algebra containing τ tT (Q) and on which e\ implements by reduction a conditional expectation and N the commutant of e\ in M. Then he considered on U S (Q) the free trace τ defined by τ(w) = 0 for all words w with alternating letters X,GQ, J>, £ R with TQ(XI) = E R s(yf) = 0 and proved that this is indeed a Markov trace with π τ {U s {Q))" = M^ = (R s <g> β) *# i?, where R = viV{ei}/>i and i? 5 = vN{ei}i>2 are the Jones factors, and that for any nonatomic finite von Neumann algebra β and any s £ {4cos 2 \\n > 4} u [4, oo) , the appropriate inclusion N s c ΛF is an irreducible inclusion of II i nonhyperfinite factors with standard matrix A n for s = 4 cos 2 | and ^ίoo for s > 4. Moreover, the factors M s are always non Γ in the sense of Murray and von Neumann and do not have the property T of Connes [C] .
In this paper we look for other Markov traces by factoring through certain ideals of U S (Q) which require parts of Q to commute with R = vN{ei)i>\ -More precisely, given a von Neumann subalgebra Qo of β, denote by U S (Q, QQ) the quotient of the universal Jones algebra U S (Q) through the ideal generated by Q and R subject to the commutation relations [Q, R s ] = [Qo, R] = 0. Then, we prove in §1 that the trace τ on U S (Q, Qo) defined by τ(w) = 0 for all words w with alternating letters X; G Q, yt e R with EQ Q (XΪ) = E R s(yι) = 0 and τ(gor) = τQ(qo)τ R (r) for all qo £ Qo > r € #* is a Markov trace. Following [P2] , the algebras M s and N s are then defined as the smallest subalgebra of π τ (U s (Q, Qo))" containing π τ (Q) and on which β\ implements by reduction a conditional expectation and respectively as the commutant of β\ in M s . We prove in §2 that if ^(β)n^(Qό) = C and there exist n > s+1 unitaries Wi = 1, U2, ..., u n in β such that E QQ (U*UJ) = <5yl, (R ® β 0 ), defined as in [P2, §3] (see also [VI] for the C*-definition), with the free trace τ = TR*®Q*T:R®Q 0 (in fact M^ is also a factor under the previous required conditions on Q o C Q). However, we prove in §3 that in many cases (e.g. when QQ C Q has the relative Haagerup property and either QQ is finite dimensional or QQ C -Z*(β)), all the von (
The free amalgamated trace τ on Af£, has the remarkable property that it is a Markov trace, i.e. τ(xe\) = λτ(x) for all x e M s . This can be proved following step by step the arguments in [P2, §5] . Let Mbea finite von Neumann algebra with a normal faithful trace (nff) τ. For each a = a* eM denote, following [VI] , by μ a the linear functional
Then μ a can be viewed as a probability measure with compact support on R. 
Proof. Denote μ = /^i + ...+^ . An elementary computation relying on the formulae and notations from [V2] yields: Let Pi and Pi be finite von Neumann algebras with nff traces τ x and %i, B c P\, B c Pi be a common von Neumann subalgebra, Ef be the τ -preserving conditional expectation from P; onto B, p = p x * B p 2 be the reduced amalgamated product of (Pi, E\) and (P2, Eι) and is the conditional expectation from P onto B which invariates the trace τ = τi * τ 2 . Denote ||x|| 2 = τ(x*x) 1 / 2 , x e P. If PP = Ker £/, / = 1, 2, then P z = B@Pf as J?-bimodules and let P° be the *-subalgebra of P spanned by the formal reduced words, i.e. pθ = B Θ Assume that there exist U\ = 1, uι, ... , u n G ^(Pi) with E(u*Uj) = δfjl 9 I < i, j < n. Then any α G Pi can be written as α = Y^i=\UiE{u*d) + a!, where E(u*a f ) = 0, 1 < z < n, and similarly a = Σ?=i E{aUi)U\ + α", with E(a n Ui) = 0, 1 < / < «. Since wi = 1 we can talk about reduced elements from P° beginning with M, , 2 < z < n, or with a e P\ orthogonal to {w/}i</<« , i.e. E(u*a) = 0, 1 < i < n, or ending with w*, 2 < z < n 9 or with a G Pi orthogonal to {«/}i<ί< π , i.e. £(flM, ) = 0, 1 < i < n . 
Pi 1 = span{w G P n \E{u}o{w)) = 0, 1 < / < Λ} p 21 = sρan{tί; G P 21 |jE f (ί(tί;)w/) = 0, 1 </<«}. These subspaces give rise to the following direct sum of orthogonal vector spaces
with the suitable decomposition for each x e P°: Consequently, for any x e P 2 2 + P\
The normality of E and τ yields i?(xiXX2X
) for *i > *2 G {tf}" and E{x) = τ(x)l for x G {#}". By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 {α}" is completely nonatomic; hence {a}" ~ L°°(T, dλ) and there exists a w G %ί{{a}") with the required properties. D PROPOSITION 2.5. L^ P = P { * B P 2 be the reduced amalgamated product of (P\, E\) and (P2, E 2 ) and assume that there exist e G &>{P 2 ) with λ = E 2 (e) e (0, 1) and u x = 1, w 2? ... , u n e %{P{) with n > 1 +max(^? y^), Eι{u*Uj) = <J /; 1, I < i, j < n. Then there exist X\, ... , x rt G J? ^wc/z ίAαί ^or αwy ε > 0, /Λ^r^ is a δ > 0 w/ίλ XGP, ||X|| < 1, \\ [x,Xi] 
Proof. For each / G {2, ... , n} denote by v t the suitable unitary for i given by 2.3. Take X\ = e° = e -λl and x z = Vi, 2 < i < n. Since P° is dense in P we can assume by Kaplansky's density theorem that x G P°. Let β, e f > 0 such that ε f < ε 2 /φ(n, A), where
and r be an integer with 1 <(2r+ l)ε'. Assume that x G P° satisfies l| [^,v/] 
• COROLLARY 2.6. If there exist e^^iPi) with E 2 (e) = λ\ e (0, \], n unitaries U\ = l,u 2 ,... ,u n e %{P\) with Eι(u*Uj) = δijl, 1 < i,j<n, n>\ + \ and S(B)n^(P 1 ) = C or &(B)Γ)&(P 2 ) = C, then P is a factor and contains a copy of Proof. By the previous proposition there exist *i, ... , x n e P such that {*i,..., Xnj'nP C B hence JT(P) = P'nP cBnP' c BnP[ = By Lemma 2.3 we obtain a τ-free family of n projections {Uieu*}\<i< n . According to Corollary 2.2 {Uieu*}'2 <i<n contains a copy of L°°(Ί, dλ) ~ -^(Z); hence P contains a copy of the von Neumann algebra J?(Z) *c (Ce θ C(l -e)).
Pick 2N unitaries w, G J?(Z) with iV > \ and τ(u*Uj) = J//1, 1 < /, j < n. Using again Lemma 2.3 we obtain 2iV τ-free projections {e/}i<κ2jv of trace \ and by Corollary 2.2 (N > £) two unitaries u e ^({e x + + e N }") and v e %{{e N + x + + e 2 N}")
Sometimes we simply denote
COROLLARY2.7. /f Q contains n>s+l unitaries u\ -\, u 2 E Qo (u*Uj) = δijl, I <i, j <n, then
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.5 for i^ = Q ® i? 
e if x e Af/_i and Af/_ 2 = feFnM-i, / > 1.
Proof. In the first case the computation from the end of [V3] shows that τ(s(piβpi)) = τ(pι) hence one obtains a e spanβeiQ with support 1. When QQ C Q is as in 2.7, such an element is produced by 2.1 and 2.3. Then the proof in [P2] This shows that the probabilistic index of the trace preserving conditional expectation EM from A/j onto Af/_i is always s when Qo C Q is as in 2.8. COROLLARY 2.10. 7/7λe hypotheses of 2.1 are fulfilled then 1 < / < 7 < oo.
Proof. It is obvious that
Since Λj = spanΛj^έfcΛj^ , A\_ χ c M^_j and E Mkχ {e k ) = Al, it follows that JEj^^jJ) = ^J_ t , k > 1 thus for any A: Proof. By 2.5, if x G Mf almost commutes with the elements X\ = e x , x 2 , ... , x n € Mf, then x is "concentrated" on (-2*(β)nJΓ(βo))® 3. Haagerup type approximation property for ΛF . Since the hyperfinite Hi-factor 31 is an increasing limit of finite dimensional matrix algebras, its identity can be approximated in the point-1| H2 topology by a net of conditional expectations of 3% onto finite dimensional subalgebras. One can replace this property for a finite von Neumann algebra M with trace τ, assuming only the existence of a net of τ-preserving unital completely positive maps Φ z : M -» M, 1 e /, such that lim ze/ ||Φ,(ΛΓ) -x||2 = 0, x e M, and each Φ f induces a compact operator on L 2 (M, τ). An important example, the IIχ-factor <Sf{Έ n ) associated with the free group on n generators (n e Nu{oc} , n>2), was pointed out by Haagerup ([H] ). It is known by [CJ] (see also [PI] ) that the von Neumann algebras with this property don't contain subfactors with the property T of Connes.
In this section we prove that the algebras Mf , / > -1, constructed in § 1 from pairs Qo c Q satisfying a property that we call the relative Haagerup property with Qo finite dimensional or with Q o c 2^{Q) have the Haagerup approximation property. In particular the subfactors M s constructed in [P2] starting with a nonatomic finite von Neumann algebra Q (or with an algebra Q that contains n>s+\ unitaries orthogonal in the trace as in Chapter 2) have the Haagerup approximation property if and only if Q has this property. In order to do this, we shall use the method of construction of completely positive maps on amalgamated C*-products from [Bl] and [B2]. As a consequence, it follows (from [CJ] or [PI] ) that in these cases the von Neumann algebras Mf don't contain subfactors with the property T. We obtain 7$ = T+Ϊ^Φ and consequently ||Γ$ || < 1. This remark shows that we always are allowed to assume that ||7^ || < 1 in the definition of the Haagerup property. REMARK 3.4. Let N c M be a Haagerup inclusion and P be a von Neumann algebra with N c P c M. Then N c P is still a Haagerup inclusion (with respect to the trace induced on P from M).
Proof. Let Φ,: M ψ ϊ = iϊpφ^p. Then M be as in Definition 3.1 and let Ψ,: P -> P,. E N' n 2 P, τ)) and Γ Ψj eJT N (P) . At this moment we recall some facts about completely positive maps on amalgamated products. Let Pi and Pi be finite von Neumann algebras with fixed traces τ\ and respectively %ι and let N be a common von Neumann subalgebra of Pi and Pi. Denote by E t : P, -• iV, Ϊ = 1, 2, the τ -preserving conditional expectations of P/ onto N.
Denote P? = KeτEj, 7 = 1,2, and consider the *-algebra Following [P2, §3] , consider the canonical "projection" EQ from onto N, that agrees with Is; when restricted to P/, defined by
the trace τ = τi2s 0 = τ 2 E 0 on P^ and the finite von Neumann algebra P = P ι * N P 2 = π τ (P 0 0 )" acting on
Then P$ is a weakly dense *-subalgebra of P and EQ extends to a τ-preserving conditional expectation E: P -* N.
The following lemma shows a proof of the Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality for unital completely positive maps on (unital) *-algebras without using Stinespring dilations. Since ί(l, l) = /j, V\ is an isometry and we obtain 
hΦ' φin
Then Φ o is known to be completely positive on P § ( [Bl] , [B2] ) and since Φj(Pf) C Pf, 7 = 1, 2, we get £ o Φo = ^0 -This last equality together with Lemma 3.5 yield E(Φ Q (x)*Φ 0 (x)) < E(x*x), x e P o°, and since Is is τ-preserving we get τ(Φo(x)*Φo(^)) < τ(x*x), x e A. The following lemma shows that ΦQ extends to a strongly continuous iV-linear unital completely positive map Φ = Φi *£ Φ2: P\ *N PI -> Λ *w ^2 and has been proved in [B2] . {Pf, τ), we define as in [VI, §5] 
Denote J?i(fti^0 = £#(£1*1) and J? π (6i, ... , b n , ^ , ... ,
, bj e P, LEMMA 3.7. 7/JC ; e Pf, bj e P z ., I < j <n,
Proof. For any x e P, denote x° = x -Eχ(x). Since the length of 1 )°X2 -Xn is n and b n -"b2 is a sum of words of length < n-1, then £iv(^ *2(*i^i)°^2
x n ) = 0 and for some i < n -2. 
(Pf, τ)) with Fj finite sets and aj k , bj k e P,. Then
Proof. The equality is done by induction on n. The case n = 1 is obvious. Assume that (3.1) is true for ί\ φ •• Φ i n and take in+\ Φ in Using the TV-linearity of X? and Lemma 3.7 we obtain for any x } € Pf, 1 < j < n + 1:
PROPOSITION 3. Proof. Using the product net we can assume that the completely positive maps which approximate the unit in P\ and respectively P2 are indexed by the same set /. Let (Φi )Z ) ZG/ and (Φ2, z ) zG / be the appropriate nets of completely positive maps for N c P\ and N c P2 according to Definition 3.1. By a previous remark we can also assume that Pι = max(||Γθ ||, \\Tg ||) < 1, 1 e I, where
(Pf, τ), j = 1, 2. Denote Φ t = Φ\ z * Φ 2 ?/ . By the previous comments ^Φz = E N , Φt: P -• P is a iV-bimodule unital completely positive map and Since ||Γ Φ || < 1, the equality lim zG/ ||ΦI(Λ:) -X\\I = 0, x e P, should be checked only on finite sums of reduced words. Since L 2 (P, τ) decomposes in an orthogonal direct sum according to the type of the words, it is enough to check that equality only for reduced words x and in this case it follows by the definition of Φ, and by lim ie/ \\Φj,,(a) -a\\ 2 = 0, a e Pj, j = 1, 2. It remained to check only that Tφ € %N(P) , ι € /. Fix an index i € / and denote 7) = Γ φ , j = 1 \ 2. For any 0 < ε < 1 -p, let Xj € &~N(M) with ||7) -i; || < ε, \\Xj\\ < I, j = 1, 2, and denote Then Ψ, = idjv ® Φ,, ie/, satisfy the required properties for the pair N ® Q o c N ® <2.
Then
(ii) Follows from the equality id^ = Σ/ w^m*, where {m z } z is an orthonormal basis of M over TV with m\ -\.
(iii) Since βo is finite dimensional, it is isomorphic to 0™ =1 A/jt . Let {eirs}ι<i< m ,ι<r,s<k be a matrix unit for QQ. Since the conditional expectation onto N ® Qo is ,.
Finally, we have to check that T~ e 3?{L 2 {P, τ)). Since T φ e , it follows that for any ε > 0 there exists T -γ\ li a^e^bi e such that ||Γ Φ -Γ|| < e and consequently ||7~ -efTeψ\ = \\ejf(T Φt -T)ejf\\<B. (1) The previous computations show that if Q c N has a finite orthonormal basis, then Q c P is also a Haagerup inclusion.
(2) The proof didn't use the fact that T φ e N'. In fact that condition is important only to achieve Proposition 3.9. The use of the notation Σ' signifies that only a finite number of α^'s are nonzero.
The linear functional τ: λ (C[G] ) -• C defined by τ{^g eG a g u g ) = α^ , fl^EC, extends to a nff trace on &{G) and this will be the trace considered on ^f(G) from now on.
For GQ subgroup of G, Jΐ?(Go) is isomorphic to the weak closure of λ (C[G 0 
geG.
The ^(Go)-linearity of Φ, yields for any g eG, goeGo:
Φι(ggo) = τiu^tfgΦtiUgtygJ = τ(u* g Φι(Ug)) = Φι(g) = τ{(u g u g )*Φ ι {u g u g )) = φ t (g o g).
Since φ ι are Go-invariant, (ii) is equivalent to lim ιeI φ t (g) = 1, for all g € G, and this follows by
and by lim /6/ ||Φ,(^) -u g \\ 2 = 0, ^GG.
Fix i e I and denote Φ = Φ,, φ = φ x . Clearly φ(e) = 1 and the complete positivity of Φ yields
for all gi,...,fo6G, λi, ... , A rt e C hence 0 is positive defined on G. Finally, let us check that φ vanishes at infinity on G/GQ . Let S be a complete system of representations in G for G/GQ. Since {u g } ge o is a left orthonormal basis of ^(G) over -S^Go), we get Denote M = maxi</< rt ||α/|| 2 and let ε 0 = The previous inequality yields \φ(g)\ < 2ε, Fε = U"=i F b*,ε Q G\F ε Go.
• Remark that in order to prove the previous statement we used only that T φ e span 11 ]l {ae^{ Go) b\a, b e ^(G)}. Consider the action h gGo = A^Go, h e GQ, g e G of Go on the left cosets G/GQ. The orbit of an element gGo e G/GQ under this action is {W^CJOIW £ Go}. If Go is normal in G, then Go acts trivially on G/Go, the orbit of each element gGo being Let S n = U?=i Xi C S and define T n = Σ ge s n Φ(g)^g^{G 0 )K = Σges Φ(s)P ι i} L Note that, since φ is Go-bivariant, it is constant on each orbit X;, and hence T n e ^(GQY . Since φ is positive defined and φ(e) = 1, one easily checks that \φ(g)\ < 1, g e G, and hence
Since φ vanishes at infinity on G/GQ , there exists a subsequence {kn}n>l su^h that SUp£ G s\£ \Φ(g)\ ^ L et x G ^{G).
Since {w^}^ is a left orthonormal basis for &(G) over -2 s7 (Go) ? it follows that for any β > 0, there exists k(ε) > 1 such that \\x -Σ g es k u g E &(G 0 )(u*gX)h < e\\x\\ 2 , for all k > k(e).
Then, pick an n > 1 and assume that k(ε) > k n . We obtain τ -T k x τ \\ 2 = \\Φ{x) τ -T k x τ \\ 2
Consequently \\T Φ -Γ Λ J| < J and T φ e 3& (GQ) (&(G) The Propositions 3.18 and 3.19 were proved in [Ch] for Go = {e}.
